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WHO WE ARE



  
    
      Headquartered in Studio City, illuminate Studios is a technology innovator in production and post-production serving the local and global entertainment industry. Working with major studios, TV networks, digital platforms, independent producers and distributors, illuminate provides traditional post-production services such as editorial, color correction, digital intermediate and distribution in 2K and 4K.
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1
Production Stages



  
    
      	Stage rental: Two stages with pre-lit sets, fully equipped for HD multi-camera production
	Multi-camera Motion Tracking System with ultimate image composting
	HD optical fiber, high-speed internet & satellite broadcast capabilities
	Kitchen, news, and talk show sets
	Cove chroma key green screen
	Green rooms, conference rooms, production offices, and dressing rooms
	16’ high lighting grid, 48 channel lighting board, clear-com/RTS intercom
	Secure exterior staging area
	On-site parking available


LEARN MORE
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POST SOLUTIONS



  
    
      	SD, HD, 2K, UHD, 4K workflows in SDR, Dolby Vision and HDR-10
	Theatrical Digital Intermediate (DI workflows)
	HD & Ultra HD television workflows finishing in SDR and HDR
	Online Editorial and Conform
	Offline rooms with server connectivity
	VFX replication and composting
	Color Correction utilizing Baselight, Nucoda and Resolve systems
	DCP and DCDM Creation
	Domestic and International Deliverables
	Pro Tools Audio Services
	Quality Control
	Encoding and Transcoding Services
	Digital Deliveries to various platforms
	Localization Services


LEARN MORE
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iConform®



  
    
      	Film Scanning up to 10K resolution: 16mm & 35mm
	Digital Restoration Services, including dirt and scratch removal and advanced optical flow solutions.
	iConform®: Automated conforming to HD, 2K and 4K from original film dailies and SD reference, without the need for an EDL
	Economical way to transform top SD content into beautiful HD and 4K


LEARN MORE
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SmartRez IT®



  
    
      	SmartRez IT®: Image Translation  from SD to HD or HD to 4K image for the “best in quality” alternative to an up conversion.
	Repurpose valuable library assets to current viewing standards
	Image enhancement to meet delivery requirement


LEARN MORE
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Some of the best.
Our Clients
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What They Say


	"“The illuminate complete team, crew and executives were so helpful and welcoming for Gamer World News. They understand critical needs and the latest technology for us to produce a news product like no one in the world. What’s unique about this studio and facility is they are always willing to go the extra mile both financially and strategically which is what every producer should expect.”"
 Gayle Dickie, Gamer World News

	"We have worked with illuminate for several years. Their work is exceptional, and we always receive the best customer service! I highly recommend illuminate to anyone looking for a solid post house."
Cherise Honey, Vice President, Production & Distribution UFO International Productions

	"The crew at illuminate is highly skilled and creative. They always managed to deliver with a professionalism that is admirable. They have certainly earned our respect through dedication and hard work."
Bill Wohlken, Head of Post Production, FilmDistrict

	"illuminate really dove in and helped us figure things out from a conforming and finishing standpoint, as well as dealing with VFX files coming in and out. Most importantly was how collaborative their colorist, Andrew Drapkin, was, when it came to working with our D.P Bradford Lipson, and the distinct look they were able to achieve.
This allowed Bradford to win the A.S.C. award for Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography for Half-Hour episodic series."
Kevin Bocarde, Vice President of Post Production, FX Networks

	"illuminate has come through for us on a number of high profile projects. They included conform, final color and digital deliveries."
Jack Schuster, EVP of Post Production, HBO Film

	"What a brief meeting at NATPE has wrought! Thanks to your extreme hard work and the talents of your entire team, we now have several shows enjoying a new lease on life."
Greg Phillips, President, Content Media Corp.

	"The results are phenomenal. When you have the sea and obviously it’s set on the beach, it was such a colorful series, so that color really comes out when you put it into HD."
Bob McCourt, Fremantle International
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	illuminate Post Production



	10900 Ventura Blvd.

Studio City, CA 91604

Tel: (323) 969-8822




info@illuminatehollywood.com

              

                                      
                
	illuminate Production Stages




	10900 Ventura Blvd.

Studio City, CA 91604

Tel: (818) 769-4500



studios@illuminatehollywood.com

              

                                  

        

        
          
                          
                
FOLLOW US



	Facebook
	Twitter
	LinkedIn
	Instagram
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